The Focused Enablement You Need for the Specific SAP® Solution You Need to Know
Summary
Solution editions of SAP® Learning Hub are one of the fastest routes to solution-specific success, accelerating onboarding, software adoption, and proficiency for everyone involved in implementation and deployment. This comprehensive digital platform offers enterprise-wide, 24x7 access to tailored digital learning resources within eight SAP solution portfolios – SAP S/4HANA® Cloud, digital platforms, procurement and networks, analytics, customer experience, IoT and digital supply chain, people engagement, and finance.

Objectives
- Accelerate and maintain SAP solution-specific proficiency
- Take full advantage of new SAP software features and functionality
- Increase adoption and productivity
- Reduce per-learner training cost

Solution
- Eight solution-specific enablement programs
- Learning Journey guides to follow recommended paths to competency
- SAP Learning Rooms for online collaboration and certification preparation
- Unlimited, anytime access to a wealth of digital learning resources
- Two exam bookings for SAP Global Certification, online exam
- Ten hours on the SAP Live Access portal for hands-on training*

Benefits
- Gain end-to-end, solution-specific enablement for various roles and skill levels
- Fuel business innovation
- Become a subject-matter expert capable of delivering transformational results
- Maximize your software return on investment

Learn more
To find out more, please contact your SAP representative or visit us online.

* availability of systems may vary
Solution editions for SAP Learning Hub are tailored, comprehensive, digital programs that help novices and professionals alike develop – and maintain – proficiency in a specific SAP solution portfolio.


Enable ongoing proficiency across various roles and skill levels, and take one of the fastest routes to success with SAP products.

Follow interactive, visual Learning Journey guides that illustrate paths to competency, or create your own. Join social and collaborative SAP Learning Rooms, led by SAP experts, to exchange ideas and study for certifications.

Gain unlimited, 24x7 access to an abundance of learning resources – video tutorials, knowledge assessments, delta training, soft skills e-books, and more. Get hands-on training on preconfigured software with 10 hours of access to the SAP Live Access portal and demonstrate your expertise through up to two online certification exams. All of this is included with your subscription to SAP Learning Hub, solution editions.